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I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:22
The first night I ever spent in a hospital was as a visitor to my mother. I lay on the spare bed in her
room next to one of my sisters, or other sisters slept in the reclining chair by the window. It was a
sunny season, late summer or early fall, I packed running clothes, in case there was time to jog
circles around the grounds, though of course there wasn't. Who would ever think of jogging circles
around the hospital grounds while her mother is possibly dying. But of course, I did think of doing
that and the confusion of my denial. When I think of that time in my life, I think of the achy feeling
of sleeping in strange beds and bedroom floors. And I think of the bright glaring California
daylight. And when I think of the time just following my mother's death, I think of the rainy winter
months full of cold dark afternoons, I think of the food neighbors sent in an effort to console us
and all the heaping plates I ate in an attempt to be consoled. I also spent nights in the hospital
when my children were born, feeling exhausted, and frightened, and feeling grateful for the
smallest gestures, like a nurse whispering reassurance to me, in the strange in between hours
when I ought to have slept, but couldn't. I remember feeling so grateful for being taken care of,
and ministered to, and feeling a terrible fear at the prospect of returning home where I'd be
responsible for myself again, and for the new babies that had brought me to the hospital in the
first place. Sometimes, when I'm overwhelmed in my life, I think longingly about those narrow
hospital beds with their pale sheets. I think of the kind nurses gliding around silently, like angels
are like the mother I wish I could summon back to the earth. What is it about hospitals anyway? I
mean, their clinical, impersonal, burdened by all the possible complications that might arise. But
they're where we go when we're vulnerable and weak. They take us in, they do their best to fix
what hurts. Today's poem is hospital linens, by Marianne borash. They take the linens every day,
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the bloody linens worn through by sweat and sleeplessness. Simple bleach at the end of it. Soap
swirling itself gray green, huge washers, shutter and stop. The sound of planes landing not just
surgeries. It's mainly ordinary seepage, the drip down tubes into arms, drains and secret to
abdomen and lung. Always sheets bearing up their cool finish. As if nothing will happen. Then
caught in that lie. The life behind fabric cotton flax in the weave. is a seed broken, getting ahead
of itself by tiny increments, unwatchable because we have no patience with the slower inscrutable
woman drives this morning. Takes the linens out one door to the street and into another huge
plastic bags and cloud her dizzy her sick and bird WoRLD HeR bee dazzle mint keeps staining the
dry brush by have so many wings. She has a hard time with balance. Nothing to make of it.
Nothing but look again. The bloody linens, evidence and the little truck they drive. Not much
more than a go kart really a run about. The slow down is a production of American Public Media,
in partnership with the Poetry Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down
show.org and sign up for our newsletter.
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